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Creativepool UK features brand identity project for Foster +
Svensson Foundation
7. August 2020.

London – “Creativepool” the global creative industry network from London, United Kingdom,
handpicked and featured work and brand identity for Foster + Svensson Foundation.
- We are very pleased that British Creativepool, a global creative industry network, again recognized
work of Foster + Svensson and published it on their network. All of us at Foster + Svensson appreciate
that our brand identity work for Foster + Svensson Foundation is being acknowledged by valuable
members of Creativepool, says Vladimir Suvodolac, Managing Director of Foster + Svensson.
All of us can contribute for a better society. At Foster
Svensson, people are raised to fight against poverty
and to support well-being of people and humanity.
Having a foundation is a legacy that will remain and
live life after. That’s why aspiration is to selflessly
share experience, knowledge and invest in our society
by contributing its further development with modern
values. At Foster + Svensson it’s believed that
corporate social responsibility is not just a nice term of
public relations or another corporate project, but the
obligation for contribution to a society. It’s a way of
living and understanding culture. It’s people culture.
The foundation aims to promote social inclusion
activities, education which demonstrates theory in
practice, exposure of art and design, as well as overall
people wellbeing. Our foundation supports only those
projects where results will be accessible to the general public and mankind no matter from where they
request the results. We also believe in the power of individuals to advance the quality of learning through
education, making discoveries that benefit humanity.
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Foster + Svensson Foundation is focusing on 5 programs with a goal of
increasing global philanthropy awareness and changing people culture
towards better societies. Our programs are:
- social inclusion: improving the ability, opportunity and dignity of
disadvantaged, in order to push further inclusion within the society
- quality education: lifelong learning opportunities
art preservation: identifying, promoting, buying and collecting arts from
the artists that will present legacy for other generation and expand our
education
- design studies: creating and supporting programs for personals and
groups that will move forward society towards fine arts
- people wellbeing: improving the overall humanity life
Since 2013, Foster + Svensson advertising agency supported many organizations from its founding to
operations like MAI Marina Abramović Institute, Charity Water Foundation, National Breast Cancer
Foundation, Center for the inclusion of persons with physical disabilities, among many others. We are
also creating our own contemporary art collection, selflessly share our knowledge by lecturing at student
organizations, faculties and companies. And we strongly believe in philanthropy.
That is why we formed special unit of Foster + Svensson Foundation. To make it grow further. Together
with people and society.
Creativepool is the global creative industry network, connecting agencies, brands and creative talent
via a social vertical platform that brings creative works and campaigns to the forefront. Being recognized
in only one day and featured by Creativepool empowers us to do more, as it's obvious sign that we are
on the good way.

ABOUT FOSTER + SVENSSON
Foster + Svensson is an award-winning European communications and advertising agency founded in 2013 in Serbia, who put forward well-considered design, digital and
innovation. Operating worldwide as part of Fosterova grupa, Foster + Svensson is positioned as professional services company, providing broad range of services and
solutions in areas of data research and analytics, design consultancy, digital, operations, strategy and technology. Having bold experience and specialized skills in more
than 14 industries, agency provides services to all company sizes. People at Foster + Svensson connect data, creativity and technology to help clients improve their
performance and manage sustainable business value for stakeholders. Foster + Svensson design and drive innovation to improve the way world works and lives. Agency
approach is to be precise, punctual, affordable and reliable to its clients. Work culture and ethics includes business excellence and delivery of outperforming results.
Foster + Svensson is one of the founders of MAI Marina Abramović Institute.
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